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Foreword
While attending a UFO lecture some years ago - given by an aeronautical engineer I noticed that
some of what was being said was not understood by various members of the audience, presumably
due to their lack of basic metaphysical knowledge. It was for that reason that I decided to create a
website that would give interesting metaphysical information, explained step by step so that total
newcomers could follow and understand it.
More recently I hit on the idea of encapsulating several popular subjects each in a freely
distributable pdf ebook. It also dawned on me that if I printed them I could pass them around to
anyone interested, and hope that over time these free offerings would circulate and encourage
people to visit my website, and enter into discussion with me, or maybe have clubs, societies or
groups of friends ask me to give talks on these things so that I could play some small part in
spreading metaphysical and mystical knowledge to those who were curious but did not know how
to start learning the fundamentals, or simply did not have access to the internet.
For more than 30 years I have been a student of a quite advanced teacher who considered himself
'A Yorkshireman who calls a spade a spade!'. He has given some of the greatest lectures and
seminars that I have ever had the privilege of attending, and subsequently I have made progress in
my understanding far beyond that which I could have achieved on my own.
If you have access to the internet you can acquire my series of ebooks from my website's
FREE DOWNLOADS page at:
http://labaker.net/dloads.htm

. . . Leslie
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Basic principles of Reincarnation.
By Leslie A. Baker
This is a simple, free ebook that you are encouraged
to read and give to other people. It is based on the
'What is Reincarnation?'
page of my website.

John Williams (1582-1650) – a previous incarnation of Leslie
Reincarnation is one of those subjects that can invoke not only casual discussion, but sometimes
dogmatic resistance by non-believers. Regardless of one's opinions on this any investigation, even
at a rudimentary level will reveal to open minded persons its existence as a 'cycle of rebirths' within
which most of us are for the time being 'trapped'. I will explain the conditional aspects hinted at
here at a later stage, when the basic principles have been covered.
A great many people will state that we live once only, then cease to exist, because they have seen no
evidence to the contrary. One has to look with 'the right eyes' as there is a tremendous amount of
evidence if one knows what to look for. 'LOOK' is the word that starts our discussion: If I were to
ask you to look at an object close by, whether it be a chair, painting, table lamp or stain on the wall,
and tell me in simple words, as accurately as possible what you see, what would you say?
If you looked at a vase for example, and you replied “I see a vase” you would be wrong! The eyes
are detectors that are sensitive to photons (visible light) within a narrow band of frequencies, and
the vase is made of atoms and sub-atomic particles. The eyes cannot detect atoms so how can you
see them? You don't. Light is coming in through the window, or from the ceiling light and it is
bouncing off the vase, modified in 'vibration' by the particular collection of atoms it 'hits'. You see a
representation of the vase in visible light, but you cannot see the actual vase itself! This limitation
of our senses also applies to the others, including touch, so there is much we cannot directly
perceive with our basic senses. A couple who have been married for sixty years have never seen
each other with their normal eyesight, only a visible-light representation of their partner. And that
visible light, as stated, is only a very tiny section of that electro-magnetic spectrum, most of which
we cannot see with our basic eyes. Infra-red and ultra-violet are the lower and higher frequencies of
light that are just out of range of our 'basic physical eyes', but much of that spectrum CAN be
directly perceived using a sense of sight higher that those eyes. This will be explained shortly, but
firstly we need to 'look' at matter and the environments within which we reincarnate . . .
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There are in this world different states of matter that 'vibrate' at various frequencies and can be
classified by their vibrational rates: You will understand what I mean if I say that we have three
main divisions of what we generally call 'physical matter' – ie: solid, liquid and gas. These are
different in a number of ways, but one main difference is the frequency at which the energy in the
sub-atomic particles is vibrating. Solid matter, in all its various forms vibrates the slowest, liquid
slightly faster, and gas the fastest. Within each group there are sub-classifications, but that might
confuse the issue at this stage. Atoms taken away from nearby influences, like other atoms will
vibrate faster than when close to their neighbours as they exert a 'breaking effect' on each other, so
we could classify atoms, or 'atomic matter' as a separate group. This principle also applies to subatomic particles which vibrate slower in atoms than when in isolation, or in 'free space'. So now we
have five grades of matter classified by frequency. There are actually two more that our science
cannot as yet detect or measure, which are just as real and 'physical' as the others. They are usually
called ETHERIC and SUPER ETHERIC matter. See this simple table that I have drawn:

In the left-hand picture below we see a typical person whose body is composed of solid, liquid and
gaseous matter, which is surrounded and permeated by etheric and super-etheric matter forming
what is generally referred to as 'the aura' . . . In a similar way that within the solid matter group for
example we have denser and lighter solids which have slightly different vibrational rates so too in
the etheric and super etheric groups. Anyone who has the right form of sensitivity, and can 'see' the
aura might be able to perceive these variations as different colours, which are associated with our
various moods and characteristics. There is another representation of the average man and his aura,
this time with the colours represented in the right-hand picture..
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The colours can, and do change second by second, and do reflect mood swings. This is described in
commonly used phrases, which are often not realised to be referring to auric vibration. For example,
if a person is feeling down, and sorry for themselves they can cause patches of blue in the aura, and
are said to 'have the blues'. A person can be jealous or envious of another person, causing an excess
of muddy greeny browns, this person is then said to be 'green with envy'. A mother can look at her
child with deep love and this can manifest in the aura as a lovely rosy pinky red, so it is as if she is
'looking through rose-coloured spectacles'.
Back to the matter: We have seen above that we in essence have seven frequencies of basic matter
forming the world we live our daily lives in. Where have we seen a pattern of seven frequencies
before? Well, one place is in our musical scale. On a piano (or synthesizer) keyboard there are white
keys representing the notes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, if we continue to go up in pitch where does it go?
Back to A again, but A an octave higher. A similar situation is existent in matter too. We can go up
in frequency using the names we have used so far – SOLID, LIQUID, GAS, ETHERIC, SUPERETHERIC, ATOMIC and SUB-ATOMIC matter. Can we continue to go up in frequency? Yes, but
where does it go? Back to SOLID again, but (figuratively speaking) an octave higher. Around, and
through this Earth there are seven quite natural planes, realms, or worlds (use whichever name you
want, but I will call them planes). Each one of these is just as physical as the world we live in and
has the same seven grades of matter as we do, but that matter is vibrating in completely different
bands of frequencies for each plane, so that they can co-exist almost independently of each other.
See this simple diagram showing a representation of five of the seven planes, or 'octaves' of matter
forming and surrounding the Earth . . . Don't worry too much about the names we are using for the
planes at this stage, all will become clear with time!
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I am not saying here in this diagram that the pitches of the notes are mathematically related to the
frequency of the planes, I am showing that both use a 'pattern of seven'. The world you see out of
your window is that basic plane #1 – The Basic Physical. This is one of the reasons astronomers
state that there is more matter in the universe than they can yet account for, at best the telescopes
only show one seventh of what is out there. In actual fact it is a lot less than that, estimated to be
about three percent, the remaining ninety-seven percent being invisible to out basic eyes.
Here is a simpler diagram of the seven planes, each made of seven grades of matter:

We now start to look at what MAN is:
On my website and in my 2nd ebook 'Basic principles of Manifestation' I describe how
consciousness in its highest state of existence is not a product of biochemistry, nor indeed anything
in the manifested universe – it exists independently of physical matter in any form. It has within it
however an 'urge' to gain experience in this illusory material universe. Countless billions of years
ago it became aware that this universe existed as a sort of 'mental classroom' where it could learn
the lessons it craved, and this impulse drove the non-physical consciousness (that is usually referred
to as SPIRIT) to involve itself. Thus was started the circle, the first half of which is
INVOLUTION, or 'Spirit becoming involved in matter'. It was easier for Spirit to become aware of
the faster vibrating matter first, then through that another plane where the matter was vibrating more
slowly. Using the numbering in the diagram above Spirit became slowly familiar with the way the
atoms and sub-atomic particles of the two higher planes move and interact. On plane 6, which is as
far as it could directly descend, it brought atoms and molecules together to form an interface
through which it could control this matter more easily. This accretion of atoms and molecules is
THE SOUL BODY.
Spirit started to realise that there was another plane vibrating more slowly still (plane 5), and it over
time developed the ability to affect the matter there, through The Soul. Over countless aeons it
descended plane by plane, building body after body to use as interfaces to control the matter and
monitor its movements and interactions. Eventually consciousness, operating through a set of six
physical bodies on different planes was able to gain experience through a body on this basic
physical plane too. As awareness here grew due to the slow refinement of the brain cells and tissues
it started to look 'upwards' (philosophically), and EVOLUTION – the return journey commenced.
On this plane, like a child playing with building blocks, Spirit operating through basic 'solid' matter
played with atoms and sub-atomic particles of the mineral forms.
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When it had gained enough experience it branched out slightly and used simple vegetable molecular
arrangements. Then more complex molecules. Then after countless millennia simple animal forms
and more complex animal bodies. Through these early stages of evolution the brain's molecular
structures had not been refined enough for consciousness to become aware of itself in the basic
physical body. All that changed as in the 'Higher animal kingdom' the brain became so refined that
self-awareness dawned. No longer did that 'animal' think “There is food over there . . .”, the thought
became “I am hungry”. Below we see another of my diagrams showing Man as he now is.
Non-physical consciousness, or Spirit (Man in the image of God) descended into matter, and using
seven physical bodies distributed on six planes of matter, all vibrating in different frequency ranges.
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Remember that the column of bodies in this diagram relates to a single human, and to some extent –
each animal. The Soul is the REAL YOU in manifestation, It is your 'Father which is in Heaven' and
is God-like compared to the basic physical body. The three bodies below that are on different
planes, yet are centred on each other. Likewise the three lower bodies are on the basic physical,
astral and mental planes, and are yet centred on each other. These form 'The Lower Self' or
'Personality' and the other three – 'The Higher Self' or Ego. To bring some of the terminology into
correct context – God, the ONE creative source is non-physical consciousness, or Spirit. That link
between IT and an individual human (or animal) is also non-physical consciousness (Spirit), This
link is 'The Son of God' or 'Man in God's image'. The highest physical body is The Soul, or 'The
Father which is in Heaven'. The basic 'lower self' is the personality or 'The Son of Man'.
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There is a correlation between the structure of Man, and the structure of atoms:
Man has a single (three-aspected) Soul body, and then two sets of three bodies – the Higher and
Lower self, as you see on the previous page. Each atom has three types of particles also each proton
and neutron has three quarks, each of three UPAs (Ultimate Physical Atoms) which are tiny
magnetic fields. This is the same pattern of 1/3/3.

Also in some instances the Soul may 'put down' two sets of bodies beneath it. Each will have its
higher and lower self, and will evolve separately. If these two apparently different 'people' meet on
the basic physical plane, and in that particular life they are of opposite sexes they may realise that
they are 'SOUL-MATES' – they are actually children of the same Soul. If they are of the same sex
it is probably not the right time for them to associate with each other. There may be times when
only one is incarnate on the basic physical, while the other is on the subtle planes between basic
physical lives.
Its now time to start looking at the actual cycle we refer to as reincarnation. Like a circle – we'll
take it from the top! You have seen from the previous descriptions what you currently are, and that
the higher up the column of bodies we look the more 'real' the being (which is you) is. That means
that this basic physical body, no matter how real it feels is actually the least real part of you. The
bodies are connected like beads on a thread by a magnetic channel called the antahkarana. This link
joins the basic body at the top of the spine. Death (of the basic physical body) occurs when this link
detaches, and YOU in your aura are freed from this basic structure and exist in the etheric and
super-etheric aura, but still in this world (for now), and still connected to your higher bodies. At that
time you look around and the world is no different, except that most people cannot now see you.
You can see them and the motionless body that you were a short time ago 'inside', looking out
through its eyes. Once the antahkarana has detached you have no sense impressions from the 'dead'
body, so it really doesn't matter whether it is buried or cremated.
As some people 'pass away' from the basic body it may be possible to see a part of the aura leaving.
In an advanced person it is said to exit through the head, but in most people it is through the chest.
This detached aura is what is often referred to as 'The Wraith' or 'Churchyard Ghost'.
There are no doubt many deceased people who do attend their own funeral, and watch to see who
genuinely misses them, and who is now hoping to inherit their money!!
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In this diagram image 1 is Leslie alive and well in both his basic physical body and aura. At 2 we
see him deceased, but still alive and well in his aura, and at 3 we see his now defunct basic body,
discarded and quite separate to him. There is usually no gap in consciousness as the two parts
separate, and Leslie feels no difference as this occurs. The separation can be so subtle that many
people do not realise that they have 'died'. During wars there have been aircraft rear gunners who
were shot during a dogfight and couldn't understand why when they landed their fellow crewmembers couldn't see them. There are many instances of old people who sat in their armchair, and it
wasn't until they got up and turned round that they saw their 'dead' body still in the chair.
There is a phrase that is used in the first of the Star Wars movies which is very appropriate here
“Your focus determines your reality”, this is absolutely true. When you were 'in' your basic body
your mental power was limited because it had to manifest using the organic brain, made of slowly
vibrating matter, but you become freed from that and in your aura the energy comprising the matter
around and within you responds to your thoughts far more easily than it did during your earthly life,
and You see what you expect to see! Many people who did not believe in life after death see
nothing but swirling mist because they have no idea what they are supposed to see. Someone who
has an idea of what is involved will immediately see other people because they expect to see them.
If a person is in the situation where they think it is their end, they may try to cling to their family or
recent place of residence, and like a drowning man clutching at straws they can inadvertantly draw
extra matter into their aura, which has been known to ossify, forming a sort of shell around them,
completely blocking off all external sense impressions. For a time they are in a self-generated
prison. If they relax, even for a moment that shell will dissipate, and allow them a glimpse of their
surroundings. There are self-appointed 'spirit guides' who look out for people who are having
problems during this transition and will help them to adjust if allowed to do so by the recently
departed individual.
Within about three days or so the aura will begin to disintegrate. This is not a painful thing in any
way, it is just a slow change in the mental focus, and the person will begin to lose the ability to see
this world, but it will be replaced by the appearance of the astral plane, which is in every way just as
physical. They will begin to see people and buildings which were there all the time but were
previously invisible because the mind was focussed on the basic physical plane.
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If my reader has seen the film GHOST, it gives a good representation of this change – Patrick
Swayze is instantly killed and goes running after his assailant in his aura, and returns to find Demi
Moore crying over his now dead basic body. She cannot see him, yet he can see her. The light that
Patrick is seeing near the end of the movie is representative of the chakras (energy vortices in his
astral body) opening to allow him to perceive astral matter, and lose sight of basic physical matter.
.
The person passes onto the astral plane, well actually they were on it all the time but were not aware
of it before – their focus shifts. In a similar way that we here can see the solid, liquid and gas, but
not the etheric and super-etheric matter, so too on the astral plane the person may be able to see
some grades of matter and not others. It is quite possible for a person who is fairly materialistic to
see solid and liquid matter only, and be quite unable to see other people who are stood right next to
them on the same plane and are using matter from the gas and more subtle states, but not solid or
liquid. The 'physiology' of the various bodies may be quite different on planes above the basic
physical – remember that all is energy, and all energy above this basic plane is far more susceptible
to thought patterns. It is only because of the slow rate of vibration of the matter on this plane that
the biochemistry has to make up for our lack of mental control over body functions and
composition. One slightly humorous thing that came to mind one day was 'Do we take our clothes
with us, or turn up on the astral plane naked?'. Matter of this plane will respond to thoughts whether
conscious or subconscious, we are automatically dressed in the way that we visualise ourselves. If
we want a white, flowing gown we just imagine it, and it is there. So too with any form of dress.
As with those hours or days in the aura, in the early stages of life on the astral plane there are
helpers who are there to guide the average person and make sure they understand what is happening
to them. The big rule of thumb is RELAX AND LET NATURE TAKE ITS COURSE - don't worry
– all is well, there is NO end to your life or mine, we are already eternal beings in an eternal
universe. A person will spend anything from months to centuries living a life on the astral plane, in
association with people they were here on the basic physical plane with, and people they may not
have met before. These other people may have been family or friends, but family associations were
possibly for that one life only, and the various individuals may swap roles or have no association in
future lives. This is governed mainly by karma – whether debts to each other still need to be paid or
not. At an appropriate time the astral body may also 'die' so that the consciousness shifts onto the
mental plane or another body (baby) will be formed in the basic physical womb of a mother
enabling that discarnate person to shift consciousness downwards and be born here again.
In evolutionary terms there has to be continuity between lives, and a mechanism is in place to
ensure this. In the basic physical body there is a sub-atomic particle known as a 'permanent atom',
which has the ability to retain magnetic patterns, formed as we go through different experiences. At
the time of the basic body's demise that particle containing a 'snapshot' of the evolutionary status
comes away with the aura, and moves into the astral body when the aura dissipates. Each body on
its own plane has a similar particle, and all permanent atoms from bodies lower than the one you are
'in' are retained to assist in the future formation of new bodies.
There comes a point when on the astral or mental plane that the individual starts thinking about that
previous basic life. For a brief moment the mental limitations are removed, allowing a much higher
level of awareness to manifest. During this short duration the astral (or mental) person will see quite
clearly what they did both wrong and right, they will understand the true position of themselves and
where the evolutionary scheme of all Earth humans is leading.
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A decision will be made as to what experiences are now needed to progress further. At a superconscious level they will arrange with potential basic physical parents for them to provide a baby's
body that they can incarnate into, bringing their consciousness back to this plane. The actual basic
physical aspect of those parents-to-be may know nothing of this. The super-conscious assessment
will end as the mind reverts to its 'normal' level of awareness. This is what has come into various
religious beliefs as 'The day of judgement'. But it is not God – it is one's own Soul that makes this
judgement. It would not be fair to be judged by anyone else, and at higher consciousness levels each
person is quite capable of making a correct assessment. Also – this is not a 'one off' but happens in
every reincarnatory cycle. The person will feel the urge to return to the basic plane and get those
experiences they need there. They will know the right astrological period to aim for and also watch
for the appropriate time when the foetus in their prospective mother's womb is at the right stage of
formation. Usually but not always at about the 20 week point the antahkarana (the magnetic link)
will be connected to the foetus.
The permanent atom from the last basic physical life will take up a position adjacent to the foetus'
heart and as the blood is pumped through it the retained magnetic patterns will cause a
customisation of the DNA in accordance with what that 'incoming' person needs. The hereditary
DNA provides a gene pool from which the permanent atom causes a selection.

The consciousness of the astral person will transfer their mental focus, and the baby will be born
starting a new cycle of reincarnation. Each person is born here with exactly what they need to get
the appropriate experiences. Doctors often talk about genetic accidents when a person is born with
some deformity or mental limitation, but accidents do not happen in this .. some people have
repeatedly demonstrated that they will not learn certain lessons, and they may have to go through
hard experiences to bang the lessons home.
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When a person has these limitations do not emotionally get caught up in the situation, remember
that we are all countless billions of years old, and that life of limitation – be it days or years, is but a
tiny fraction of time in comparison. Sometimes the person will realise the lesson, and may die fairly
quickly so that they can then come back again into a better body. We only have to learn each lesson
once. The problem is that when we are born here our memory is blocked and we forget what we
need to do! A word about that: I often get asked “Why can't I remember past lives?”, and the answer
is simple … Imagine that in your last life you were killed in a fire, or you drowned, how would you
cope now if you could remember the fear and maybe pain in those last few seconds? Imagine that
at a previous time you were married to a partner whom you absolutely adored, and were
heartbroken when they, or you died causing an unwelcome separation. You would still be
heartbroken – wondering where they were now, and wishing you could be together again. The
memory has to be blocked so that you can get on with your life NOW! You see – it makes sense.
The analogy of a pin-cushion is sometimes used here too – when you have a new one it is difficult
to push pins through it as there are no holes. But as you use it more the holes remain from previous
times and it becomes easier to push pins in. It is the same with memory – you have to think about
life after death and reincarnation over and over again, until it becomes natural to you, then past life
recollections may come more freely. From life to life remember that neither you nor I can get away
with anything. The karmic law is absolutely fair and just, and it is absolutely immutable – you
cannot get round it, ever! So for example when people smoke or 'booze' they are creating a pattern
which will definitely manifest either in this life or the next. This is why so many babies are born
with brain damage or malformed – the damage carries through. Yes, we reap what we sow in exact
measure, and likewise – we cannot reap what we haven't sown. So when young Willy can play
Mozart on his toy piano at the age of three it PROVES reincarnation. There is no such thing as a
'gift'.
We cannot avoid reaping what we sow for good aswell as bad. If a bully enjoys making other
people's life a misery they set up patterns in their permanent atom which will ensure that next time
they are born with weaknesses that will enable them to become victims of other bullies. And so it
goes in all things. If you spend a lot of time helping others it will guarantee that you will be in a
better position next time to do it more, and be better at it, building yourself up through the lives.
Karma is there to help you do this. It is not like John Lennon's 'Instant karma is out to get you!' …
Karma incidentally is not always instant. Remember that there is intelligence in all things, and
although we have free will to a large extent we are operating within certain limits. We may perform
some act which requires a particular reaction, but we may not be in a position at that time where we
could easily cope with the experience we are invoking. So higher intelligence, with compassion but
remaining fair may delay the repercussions of our actions until such a time that it would be of more
benefit to us. It would be pointless to bring to a person some painful experience when they are
already down, so it may be delayed until they are on an up – then out of the blue it comes, but they
are then able to cope with it . We gain experience through countless lives and changing cultures
until we eventually reach mastership, and then what?
Earning release from the wheel of rebirth:
Well, attaining mastership does not usually come quickly or easily. The person starts to gain interest
in spiritual matters, and becomes an aspirant, choosing a particular path, whether it be via
Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, or some other organised form of religion. All major world
religions have at their heart a very similar mystical core.
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The apparently dissimilar outward faces of these 'starting points' is superficial and often contain
varying degrees of deviation from original teachings. If a person wishes they can choose to go
straight for the mysticism.
On September 23rd 1967 The Master Jesus, overshadowing Sir George King –
a western Master of Yoga stated . . .
“Oh Man, you came as a spark from God through involution.
Back to God you goeth, yet you choose the pathway,
be it long and easy, or short and hard”.
It is true that the rate of spiritual progress depends on one's own efforts. The majority of people sit
back and take it as it comes, but you don't have to. There are quite a few valid paths, and although
there is a lot of nonesense and false doctrine, with a little discrimination one can sort these out. The
budding aspirant slowly through years or lives becomes an adept (a trainee master). The more one
progresses the more easy it becomes to remember aspects of past lives, and these experiences can
be consciously drawn upon. Eventually Mastership dawns. The tests are harder and the rewards
greater. One of the most difficult changes in attitude is the move from personal love for another
human being, to impersonal love for all. I have heard some religious orators say that “Jesus loves
me!”, well, actually he does not love any of us personally, he has impersonal love for our race.
Again, this is mentioned by The Master Jesus when on August 10th 1958 he gave a blessing to
'Those who Love' and stated: “They love not any man – for they love ALL”.
(See THE TWELVE BLESSINGS published by The Aetherius Society).
It is when Mastership has been eventually attained that the person will normally have to spend
several lives in service to mankind. At some later stage this Master will be instructed to present
himself (or herself) at a specific location and time, which he (or she) will do. There will possibly be
numerous other Masters gathered as witnesses, and during this event an even more advanced Master
probably from outside of this Earth will arrive, and in a few minutes send tremendous spiritual
energies through the body of the invited master. His (or Her) body will be rebuilt cell by cell, and
no longer will that person be limited to repeated lives and 'deaths'. The Master becomes Ascended,
and as an Ascended Master they will inhabit that same body for thousands of years, and be freed not
only from the reincarnatory cycle, but from Earth. They then have a choice to make – whether to
stay on Earth and help mankind in a variety of ways, as many have done and are doing, or to leave
and go through higher experiences in other places in this planetary system, or maybe even beyond.
If they choose to remain on Earth for the time being they will become a member of a Holy
Brotherhood popularly known as THE GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD (White magic – not
white skinned), or more correctly known as THE HOLY ORDER OF THE SPIRITUAL
HIERARCHY OF EARTH. This is an ancient brotherhood which has worked for countless
centuries, mostly behind the scenes for mankind's upliftment and guidance.
There is possibly only a single written eye-witness account of an Initiation of Ascension. It is of a
'young' Asian girl, and it is detailed in a book entitled THE NINE FREEDOMS, also published by
THE AETHERIUS SOCIETY. The details of this type of initiation are normally kept secret, but
as we are so short of time on Earth now The Masters decided that we should all know something of
our future experiences. THE NINE FREEDOMS describes mankind's evolution from his current
state of ignorance to as far as we all WILL go in this planetary system – SOLAR EXISTENCE.
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Reincarnation and numerous other subjects
are covered in some detail on Leslie's website.
If you are interested in metaphysics,
mysticism or the so-called paranormal
please visit his site, where he explains about
such things as UFOs, reincarnation and
life-after-death, ghosts, yoga, karma,
and Man's true history . . .
He has been studying these subjects for
more than 40 years, and he studied under
an amazing teacher from 1979 onwards.
Please distribute this free ebook
to your friends and associates,
and if you want a free talk by Leslie,
and are within travelling distance of
South West London email him for
his availability . . .
May you walk always in God's
Light, Love and Protection.
. . . Leslie
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